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ADVERTISEMENT

PLEASE SEND YOUR “DOCTOR’S CORNER” QUESTIONS TO: ACACIA NETWORK, 1776 CLAY AVENUE, BRONX NY 10457

Dear Doctor:
My family spent the 
weekend at the beach 
and my son came 
back with the worst 
sunburn all over. I feel 
horrible. I thought I’d 
put enough 
sunscreen on him, but 
the poor kid looks like 
a lobster. What went 
wrong? What can I 
do to prevent it next 
time?

-Dave

Dear Dave,
Don’t feel horrible. With 

so many types of sunscreen 
available these days— and 
so much advice about it—  
it’s easy to get confused 
about what level of SPF 
we need, how much of it, 
and how often to reapply.  
You’re doing the right thing 
by seeking medical advice 

they need to apply. Even if 
your son was wearing wa-
terproof SPF 50, he still 
could have burned if you 
didn’t put enough of it on 
him. 
On a summer day, he 

needs about a teaspoon’s 
worth of sunscreen on his 
face alone! So you pretty 
much need to paint the rest 
of his body with it. And you 
need to reapply the same 
amount every couple of 
hours or whenever he goes 
for a dip in the water, even 
if the sunscreen is water-
proof.
Lastly, don’t forget to take 

other precautions on hot 
days to prevent sunburn and 
other heat related issues 
such as Heat Exhaustion 
and Heatstroke. Make sure 
your family wears hats and 
sunglasses, seeks shade 
under an umbrella or tree 

How can I prevent sunburn?

so that your son, and hope-
fully no one else in your 
family, will ever turn into a 
“lobster” again.
Children and adults 

should apply sunscreen 
with, at least, SPF 30 before 
heading out into the sun. 
Make sure that the brand of 
sunscreen offers protection 

against both UVA and UVB 
rays. SPF of higher than 
50 isn’t recommended be-
cause there’s little proof that 
it offers greater protection. 
However, waterproof sun-

advised when at the beach.
Few people understand 

exactly how much sunscreen 

when possible, and drinks 
plenty of water. Enjoy the 
rest of your summer!
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